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Introduction
Giant radio sources are peculiar class of objects due to the extremely
large (> 0.7 Mpc) sizes of their observed radio structures. It is belie-
ved that this is relatively rare feature, because only ∼6% of all known
radio sources exceed this size (e.g. [1]). The reasons why some radio
sources have grown to such large sizes are not fully explained, howe-
ver detailed multiwavelength studies have progressed significantly our
knowledge about the nature of giants (e.g. [2-5]).
It is considered that the large sizes of giants can be due to: advanced
age of the radio source, lower density of intergalactic medium in which
the radio jets propagate ([6], [7]), more powerful active nuclei located
in the centres of the host galaxies ([1], [8]), advanced age of the radio
structures ([3], [19]) or multiple episodes of their radio activity ([9],
[10]). However, we still don’t know which of the above factors are most
necessary to create giant radio source. Most likely, several of them have
to occur at the same time.
Catalogues of giants
The crucial point in research of giant’s origin is studying large and
homogenous samples of such objects. Thanks to the work of many scien-
tists, a lot of new giant radio sources where found during last several
years.
 Kuźmicz et al. 2018 ([11]) is a complete compendium of giants pu-
blished and found till 2018 year. In this work we catalogued 349
radio sources with sizes up to 4.7 Mpc. They span a wide range of
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redshifts (0.016 < z < 3.22) and radio powers (23 < logPtot < 28.3
W/Hz). The collected sample significantly increased the number of
giants at high redshifts (z > 1), as well as those with sizes exceeding
2 Mpc.
 Dabhade et al. 2019 ([12]) completed sample of 239 giants (of which
225 are new discoveries) using low frequency sky survey – LOFAR
Two-metre Sky Survey first data release ([17]). It covers only 424
deg2 region, but the survey is very sensitive on low surface bri-
ghtness features and it has a high resolution, what makes LOFAR
survey a valuable tool in identifying giants.
 The smaller sample of giants was compiled by Kozieł-Wierzbowska
et al. 2020 ([13]), as a part of ROGUE project. The authors catalo-
gued all radio galaxies with extended or unresolved radio morpho-
logies associated with optical counterparts. They catalogued 32 616
radio galaxies of which 33 are giants.
All giants collected in above catalogues were found based on semi-
automated search techniques, as well as “systematic” visual search and
findings of individual radio sources. The largest number of giants is
recognised in the sky regions which are covered by the Faint Images of
the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST, [14]) and NRAO VLA
Sky Survey (NVSS, [15]) radio surveys, with availability of optical data
from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, [16]). As it was pointed out by
[11], despite that some regions are covered by both radio and optical
surveys the number of giants found in this regions is still very low. For
example such regions are placed near the North Galactic Pole (12h <
α <14h.4, 0◦ < δ <18◦) and in an area bounded by 21h.8 < α <3h.6,
0◦ < δ <18◦. The deficiency of known GRSs in those particular regions
is not because of a lack of radio and optical data but due to lack of
conducting any systematic surveys for giants.
Statistical estimates [11] show that the number of giants should be
much larger than the number of giants known today. The current number
of giants is not only limited by the availability of radio and optical data,
but also by the sensitivity of the radio and optical surveys. Assuming
homogeneous distribution of giants on the celestial plane and the de-
tection sensitivity of surveys similar to the sensitivity of FIRST/SDSS,
the total number of giants should be at least 2000, and for sensitivity
of LOFAR this number is six times larger [12]. It shows that we should
expect to find a lot of new giants, even based on data available for years.
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Searching for a new giants
In our work we would like to find missed giants based on NVSS,
FIRST and SDSS surveys. We plan to search them in a systematic way,
focusing first on the regions with low number of radio sources identified
as giants.
In our preliminary search in a whole FIRST survey coverage we fo-
und 75 new giants of which nearly half are quasars and 17 of them are
high-redshift (z > 1) sources. Most of new giants were selected thro-
ughout cross-machng of the FIRST Catalogue of extended radio sources
([18]) with SDSS sky survey. In this automatic search we found more
than hundred candidates. In next step we carefully verified the sizes,
morphologies, positions of host galaxies and redshifts, what reduced the
number of giants to 65. The next 10 giants were found throughout sys-
tematic search in a narrow strip of declination ∼12◦ and rectastension
range 0h – 1h. It shows that large number of new giants can be found
in such a way, therefore in near future we plan to begin the systema-
tic search of giants. We realise, that this work is very time consuming
and require a lot of patience but it will significantly enlarge the number
of known giants giving an oportunity to provide an extensive research
bringing us closer to understanding the nature of giants. In Figure 1 we
plot the distribution of giants known to date – catalogued by [11], [12],
[13], as well as our new findings.
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FIGURE 1. Distribution of GRSs in the plane of the sky in equatorial coordinates.
The blue lines are plotted at Galactic latitudes b = ±15◦ denoting the larger
Galactic extinction regions. In grey we coloured the sky area that is covered by
the FIRST survey.
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